Office of Digital Learning EX/L Project Proposal

**Project**: Digital Assistant Interaction

**Purpose of the Project**: To create Alexa Skills and Google Conversations for faculty and student use. Actual usage will determine the direction and full scope of the project.

**Learning Objectives**: Build voice enabled feedback through Amazon and Google services. Analyze usage to guide development. Demonstrate ability to create, troubleshoot, and publish in both Amazon and Google platforms and workflows.

**Responsibilities**: Work with ODL staff to determine the depth of conversations. Research popular conversation builds to identify appropriate scope, and build on both Amazon and Google platforms to publish. Evaluate user analytics to pivot as necessary. Will report to Director of the Office of Digital Learning.

**Outcome**: Digital Assistant conversations covering events and services for ODL will be available for faculty and students using Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant. Depending on skill and workflow, SGA conversations will be targeted for production.